Muscadine WMA Waterfowl Draw Hunting Procedures

- Hunt days are Tuesdays, Thursdays, Saturdays, and Sundays
- All reservation positions are allocated for each day before each hunt through an online draw
- All reservations are for a 1-day hunt
- Reservation holders draw numbers first from numbered dowels that represent the number of reservation holders present for the day
- After reservation holders draw, dowels are added until there are enough dowels for all stand-by parties to draw
- Reservation holders then select their hunting positions starting with the lowest number first
- Stand-by hunters will then select from the remaining hunting positions starting with the lowest number first
- Draw Time: 5:00am
- If reservation holders fail to check in by 5:00am, they risk losing their spot to another hunting party if all hunting positions are filled
- Shooting time ends at 4:00 pm
- Guests: 3 (Total party of 4)